Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (One Hour)

The Affair
Episode 410
August 19, 2018
Noah and Anton visit Princeton where Noah encounters an old friend. An immensely difficult day spent at Alison’s funeral forces Cole and Luisa to reexamine their relationship. As Vik’s health takes a turn for the worst, Helen learns that Sierra is pregnant with his child.

American Gods
Donar the Great
April 14, 2019
Shadow and Mr. Wednesday seek out Dvalin to repair the Gungnir spear. But before the dwarf is able to etch the runes of war, he requires a powerful artifact in exchange. On the journey, Wednesday tells Shadow the story of Donar the Great.

American Horror Story: Apocalypse
The End
September 12, 2018
In the wake of the nuclear apocalypse, a select group survives in a sealed bunker. As tensions rise, the occupants question whether the real hell is outside...or locked in with them.

American Soul
Continuous Revolution In Progress
February 05, 2019
Don Cornelius strikes out at first getting Gladys Knight and the Pips to be his first guest singer but with more persistence his wit and charm win Gladys Knight and the Pips over and she agrees to be his new show’s first musical guest.

Anne With An E
Youth is the Season of Hope
July 06, 2018
The Cuthberts’ boarders stir excitement with a question: Could there be gold in Avonlea? Elsewhere, Gilbert makes a new friend at sea.

Better Call Saul
Talk
August 27, 2018
A restless Jimmy embarks on a new endeavor while Mike burns bridges. Kim pursues her bliss. Nacho tries to survive a turf war.
**Billions**

Fight Night  
May 05, 2019


---

**Black Lightning**

Book of Apocalypse: Chapter 2: The Omega  
March 18, 2019

Season 2 Finale: Lynn faces Dr Jace. Gambi risks his life to save Jennifer. Tobias Whale tries to cripple Freeland.

---

**Black Summer**

Human Flow  
April 11, 2019

At the onset of a zombie apocalypse, chaos descends as Rose loses her family, Ryan tries to get his bearings, and a desperate man finds a new guise.

---

**Bodyguard**

Episode 2  
October 24, 2018

After an attempted attack on the school Budd’s kids attend, Montague worries about leaks in the department. But she may be in the line of fire herself.

---

**Bosch**

Hold Back the Night  
April 19, 2019

Chandler and Bosch locate Spencer, and try to pressure him to flip. At Borders’ habeus hearing, Chandler gains standing for Bosch and reveals the Cronyns’ conspiracy. Edgar connects Marcos and Arias to a shady Haitian under CIA protection. Irving considers his future. Pierce and Vega catch a gruesome new homicide.

---

**Chambers**

Heroic Dose  
April 26, 2019

Danger lurks all around during the Annex's spring equinox party as Sasha takes extreme measures to free herself from the darkness that plagued Becky.

---

**The Chi**

Lean Into It  
May 31, 2019

Brandon makes a big step with Jerrika. A new opportunity forces Emmett’s hand. Kevin makes a new friend and a fateful decision. Ronnie spirals out of control.
Atwater goes undercover to bring down the longtime head of a criminal enterprise and becomes entangled in a situation that tests his allegiances as well as his conscience.

As Sabrina prepares for a spellbinding showcase, Susie embraces a series of new beginnings, and Ms. Wardwell finds greater purpose at Baxter High.

Once Shepherd convinces Keaton that Anna Cruz is a mole inside the FBI working for Tal, Keaton decides to keep his enemies close. With a fox in their henhouse, Keaton and the team spy on one of their own hoping Cruz will lead them to Tal.

After an investigative journalist is murdered, the team uncovers information linking the suspect to past cases. The victim’s death also strikes a chord with Maggie leaving her desperate for answers in regards to a traumatic event in her personal life.

The crew of Providence 2 prepares to launch. Laz and Denise get ready for a new chapter in their lives.

All questions will be answered as a conviction is made in the murder of Jessica Meyer.

District attorney Maya Travis suffers a devastating defeat after prosecuting a movie star for double murder. With her career derailed, she flees for a quieter life. Eight years later, the same star is under suspicion for another murder, Maya comes back to the DA’s office for another chance at justice.
**For The People**

This Is America
March 14, 2019

Tina faces legal consequences while insisting on protecting a boy whose father has a run-in with ICE agents that could lead to his deportation. Elsewhere, Kate is determined to establish her worth to Roger and takes on a significant murder case involving a prominent New York criminal defense attorney.

---

**Game of Thrones**

The Long Night
April 28, 2019

The characters engage in a heated conflict.

---

**Gentleman Jack**

I was just passing
April 22, 2019

Series premiere. Halifax, 1832. Rejected by aristocratic Vere Hobart, Anne Lister returns to her shabby ancestral home, Shibden Hall, determined to restore its fortunes and find herself a wife. On the neighboring estate, shy heiress Ann Walker is quietly delighted to hear that the charismatic Anne Lister is back.

---

**Goliath**

La Mano
June 15, 2018

Billy McBride is reluctantly pulled back into criminal defense when his friend’s 16-year-old son is arrested for a double murder.

---

**The Good Cop**

Did The TV Star Do It?
September 21, 2018

When a major TV star’s assistant is found murdered, the two Tonys disagree about whether her celebrity employer has something to hide.

---

**The Good Doctor**

Faces
February 04, 2019

As Andrews leads a surgical team in a delicate procedure to transplant an accident victim’s face onto a maimed teenager, sharing some medical marijuana sends Glassman and Shaun on a journey to make up for a decades-old slight.

---

**The Good Fight**

The One Where Diane Joins The Resistance
May 28, 2019

Diane is encouraged to "do something" after meeting the leader of a female resistance group whose aim is to sink POTUS’ approval rating. Maia and Blum’s plan for a plea deal goes awry; Lucca receives a new divorce referral; Marissa helps Julius find a campaign manager for federal judgeship.
Maxine Patterson visits Calvary during the same weekend that Lady Mae and the Bishop announce their divorce to the congregation; Grace and Rochelle find a case for their legal defense fund.

Offred faces a grueling challenge alone as she recalls her life as a mother. Serena Joy and the Commander deal with the fallout of their actions towards Offred.

Following her capture by Marissa’s men, Hanna must fight to escape from the Moroccan CIA facility and join Erik in Berlin. Along the way, she meets Sophie, a teenager on holiday with her family, who gives Hanna her first proper taste of the real world and the thrill of adolescence.

A former corrupt cop, while trying to right his life, is befriended by his daughter’s imaginary friend - a perky blue flying unicorn. Together they must protect his family from forces of evil during the Easter holiday season.

As the first woman president, Claire faces increased scrutiny and threats. Sibling power couple Annette and Bill Shepherd attempt to influence policy.

Connor and Oliver's big wedding day has arrived, but there’s murder in the air and the mystery of who the unlucky victim is will be revealed.

After a heart-to-heart with Cleo, Henry faces a life-altering decision: leave Reston for a fresh start, or stay with the Hope family and confront her enemies.
Informer
November Has Come
January 11, 2019
Holly’s curiosity reveals the uncomfortable truth about Gabe’s undercover past and her probing unwittingly leads to his two worlds colliding. A new lead opens CTSU up to a line of investigation that puts Raza directly in the line of fire.

The Innocents
Keep Calm, Come to No Harm
August 24, 2018
As a shellshocked June and Harry try to understand what's happening, their parents realize they've gone missing. Dr. Halvorson runs tests on Elena.

Insatiable
Miss Magic Jesus
August 10, 2018
The ladies get ready for the Miss Magic Jesus pageant and the last-minute Bible trivia quiz. Bob wonders about his connection to Roxy.

Killing Eve
Desperate Times
April 28, 2019
Villanelle decides to take matters into her own hands on a trip to Amsterdam. Carolyn is called in to face the music with her boss. After the discovery of another dead body, Eve and her new team make a break in their case.

Knightfall
God’s Executioners
March 25, 2019
Banished from the Knights Templar after the discovery of his affair with Queen Joan, Landry must redeem himself under the watchful eye of a mysterious veteran of the Crusades. King Philip plans to take action against the Templars, while dealing with the return of his erratic, eldest son, Prince Louis.

L.A.’s Finest
Dangerous Minds
June 03, 2019
It’s busy for our team of detectives as they continue to investigate the case of the missing diamonds, and the task force executes a major drug bust. With the threat of Knox looming, both Syd and McKenna must confront some of their deepest secrets yet.

Lodge 49
Something From Nothing
September 24, 2018
Dud and Ernie accompany Captain on a journey into the night. Liz attempts to climb the corporate ladder.
**Lucifer**

Who's da New King of Hell?
May 08, 2019

With murderous demons on the loose in Los Angeles, it's up to Lucifer to rein in the chaos and protect the people he most cares about.

---

**The Man In The High Castle**

Jahr Null
October 05, 2018

Juliana's attempt to stop the Nazis lands her in a precarious position. Himmler and John Smith lead a lavish celebration of Year Zero. Amid a series of successes, Smith faces a setback. Kido returns to San Francisco with a prize, performs an act of kindness for a friend.

---

**Marvel's Cloak & Dagger**

First Light
June 07, 2018

Tandy Bowen and Tyrone Johnson's lives are devastated during a childhood event. When they meet eight years later, they discover they hold the power of dark and light. Hope & Fear. Cloak & Dagger.

---

**Marvel's Daredevil**

Resurrection
October 19, 2018

Shattered physically and spiritually, Matt rethinks his purpose and place in Hell's Kitchen. Meanwhile, Fisk puts a plan in motion from behind bars.

---

**Marvel's Iron Fist**

War Without End
September 07, 2018

Facing a life-changing decision, Danny and Colleen debate their next move. Meanwhile, Davos's contempt for mercy grows stronger.

---

**Marvel's Luke Cage**

Straighten It Out
June 22, 2018

Luke tests out his abilities on the ballfield, Misty ruffles feathers at the precinct, and Mariah plans a reunion to boost her image.

---

**Marvel's The Punisher**

Roadhouse Blues
January 18, 2019

While driving through Michigan, Frank stops for a beer at a roadside bar. But staying out of trouble has never been his strong suit.
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Vote for Kennedy, Vote for Kennedy
December 05, 2018
Susie lands Midge her first gig on television, but their victory is short-lived when they realize Midge is being punished for her past. Abe is increasingly unhappy in his dream job at Bell Labs while Joel continues to drown in work during late nights at Maisel & Roth.

Mayans M.C.
Perro/Oc
September 04, 2018
EZ's fate is in flux as the M.C. and the cartel find a common adversary.

A Million Little Things
Goodbye
February 28, 2019
With questions still lingering around Jon's death, loved ones try to move on, each taking steps in their own lives. As most of them begin to accept that they may never an explanation, a member of the group decides to dig further into the mystery behind Barbara Morgan.

My Brilliant Friend
The Dolls / Le Bambole
November 18, 2018
Series Premiere. The disappearance of old friend Lila Cerrullo, causes 60-year-old author Elena Greco to reflect on this friendship between two very different and intelligent girls in 1950's Naples, Italy. Lila and Elena decide to confront criminal figure Don Achille, which lays the cornerstone of their lasting friendship and rivalry.

Narcos: Mexico
Just Say No
November 16, 2018
After the DEA closes in on Rafa's enormous pot field, Félix tries to stop his associates from retaliating. Kiki and Jaime meet with investigators.

New Amsterdam
Sanctuary
April 09, 2019
As the doctors continue to weather the storm without power, Max relies on an unlikely source to get the lights back on. Meanwhile, Reynolds must get creative as he continues to work to save Hugh with very few resources.

9-1-1
7.1
September 24, 2018
When a massive earthquake rocks Los Angeles, the responders rush to rescue victims in a crumbling high-rise hotel.
The OA Part II
Chapter 5: The Medium & The Engineer
March 22, 2019

After a harrowing ordeal, OA and Karim find themselves locked inside a labyrinth of puzzles. Nagging doubts prompt Homer to snoop on Dr. Percy.

Orange Is The New Black
Be Free
July 27, 2018

Piper gets surprising news and a boost from her friends. The jury returns with a verdict, and the big kickball game is on.

The Orville
Identity, Pt II
February 28, 2019

Ed and the crew travel to Isaac’s home planet Kaylon.

Ozark
The Badger
August 31, 2018

Marty finds a way around the Snells. Charlotte hires a lawyer. The Byrdes get a meeting with the gaming commission, whose approval comes with a big ask.

The Passage
You Are Like The Sun
February 25, 2019

Brad and Lila on the run reflect on their shared history and death of daughter while working on saving Amy. Guilder is given full authority over Project Noah leaving Sykes and Richards worried about their future. Amy and Carter forge a stronger bond than ever.

Patriot
American Dimes
November 09, 2018

John must make a choice at the train platform – be free from his obligations and adversaries by letting Agathe take the money or pursue her in an effort to protect his brother, father, and country.

Pose
Love Is The Message
July 08, 2018

Pray Tell organizes a cabaret for the AIDS ward at a local hospital.
**Pose**
Pilot
June 03, 2018

In 1987 New York, Blanca Rodriguez pursues her dream of becoming a house mother after receiving a devastating medical diagnosis. Alongside the members of her newly formed House of Evangelista, Blanca competes in the House Ballroom scene against her former mother and recent rival, Elektra Abundance.

**Power**
When This Is Over
September 09, 2018

When the RICO case comes crashing down, Angela breaks ranks to form her own A-team with surprising allies. Ghost, Tommy, Tasha, and Angela race against the clock to prove their innocence--but to what end?

**Project Blue Book**
The Washington Merry-Go-Round
March 12, 2019

Our nation’s capital is thrown into a panic when Washington D.C. is swarmed by UFOs, and now the highest echelons of power task Hynek and Quinn with uncovering the true nature of the threat before it’s too late. Based on the Washington D.C. UFO Incident of July 1952.

**Queen Sugar**
From on the Pulse of Morning
August 22, 2018

Ralph Angel gets unexpected news. The fate of the prison is finally decided. Charley continues to advocate for the farmers. Violet and Hollywood celebrate their love.

**Ray Donovan**
Never Gonna Give You Up
January 06, 2019

It’s all-out war between cops and family, as the Donovans band together to save one of their own. Running out of options, Mac faces a difficult decision.

**Riverdale**
Jawbreaker
April 17, 2019

When a tainted batch of fizzle rocks makes its way into Riverdale, Archie quickly learns he maybe in over his head.

**SEAL Team**
Things Not Seen
January 09, 2019

Bravo Team travels to Turkey to rescue a young American who voluntarily married an ISIS leader.
A Series Of Unfortunate Events
Penultimate Peril: Part 1
January 01, 2019
Various parties converge at the Hotel Denouement, where the mysterious “J.S.” has called the V.F.D. together - and things aren't always what they seem.

Sex Education
Episode 3
January 11, 2019
Otis' clinic achieves liftoff, as does his attraction to Maeve, who unexpectedly asks him for help. Eric swings off on his own and fields a come-on.

Shameless
Face It, You're Gorgeous
October 14, 2018
Frank employs Liam to help him chase down a romantic connection. Lip spends the day wrangling an alcoholic actress who hired him to be her sober companion. Fiona struggles to keep up with the demands of her new investment as Ford pushes her to get serious about their relationship.

Sneaky Pete
The California Split
May 31, 2019
Audrey enlists Marius' help in the search for Lila. They soon discover that her life was far more complicated than they had ever expected. Simmering conflict over Lorraine comes out into the open as Otto and Taylor set out on a cross-country road trip to track down Lizzie.

Snowfall
Education
September 20, 2018
Franklin must face the consequences and go to prison. Teddy lends a helping hand to his partners.

The Society
Our Town
May 10, 2019
Cassandra and her friends prepare for an uncertain future, while Harry's crew just wants to party. Sam and Becca make a discovery.

Star Trek: Discovery
Brother
January 17, 2019
After answering a distress signal from the U.S.S. Enterprise, the U.S.S. Discovery welcomes aboard Captain Christopher Pike (Anson Mount) and begins a new mission to investigate the meaning behind seven mysterious red signals. Michael Burnham grapples with her past growing up on Vulcan with her foster parents and brother Spock.
Strange Angel
The Sacrificial Dance
August 16, 2018
Jack receives an invitation to ascend to the next degree of Thelema; Susan continues her purge sessions forcing her to deal with the truth about Virgil; Richard and Jack have a dangerous demo for the military.

Succession
Celebration
June 03, 2018
On his 80th birthday, media magnate Logan Roy's whose imminent retirement's a given, announces he's staying on indefinitely as CEO of Waystar/Royco. The news shatters son Kendall, the heir apparent. And Logan's other children – Roman, Shiv and Connor – raise objections over how his eventual successor will be chosen.

Succession
Prague
July 22, 2018
At Tom’s bachelor party, Logan asks Greg to babysit Kendall. Kendall eyes a business opportunity with idealistic entrepreneurs. Roman looks to land a deal for local TV stations with his father's longtime nemesis. And Shiv & Gil get ambushed during a TV interview on a Waystar network.

This Is Us
The Beginning Is The End Is The Beginning
November 27, 2018
Kevin arrives at the Ville his father served in; Kate pursues a new opportunity; Randall debates Councilman Solomon Brown; Jack struggles to get through to his brother.

Timeless
The Miracle of Christmas Part 2
December 20, 2018
With a little help from their future selves, Lucy and Wyatt, along with the rest of the team, journey to the California Gold Rush and the Korean War's Hungnam evacuation in a daring bid to save Rufus and stop Rittenhouse once and for all.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Pilot
August 31, 2018
CIA analyst Jack Ryan uncovers a series of suspicious transactions that take him and his boss James Greer out from behind their desks into the field to hunt down a powerful new threat. Hanin begins to question her husband’s affairs after he brings a mysterious outsider into their home.
The Twilight Zone
Six Degrees of Freedom
May 02, 2019
A space crew preparing for the first human flight to Mars is faced with a life-altering decision... and its consequences. DeWanda Wise, Jessica Williams, Jefferson White, Lucinda Dryzek and Jonathan Whitesell quest star.

The Umbrella Academy
The Day That Wasn't
February 15, 2019
Sparks fly when Vanya finds her siblings holding an emergency family meeting without her. Five starts his new job at HQ. Cha-Cha faces a dilemma.

Vikings
What Happens in the Cave
January 23, 2019
Ubbe is forced into hand-to-hand combat. Floki reaches new depths and is met by a shocking sight. Bjorn sets off for Scandinavia with an old rival.

The Walking Dead
Bounty
February 24, 2019
The savage group led by Alpha confronts the Hilltop in a harrowing attempt to retrieve her daughter. A supply run for the Kingdom turns into a dangerous quest.

Wanderlust
Episode 1
October 19, 2018
Though she's recovered enough from a traumatic bicycle accident to restart their sex life, Joy and her husband, Alan, have trouble connecting.

Warrior
Chewed Up, Spit Out, And Stepped On
May 10, 2019
Tensions escalate between the Hop Wei and Long Zii after an assassination attempt during a boisterous Chinatown parade. Big Bill sets out to pay his debt to Jack Damon. Mayor Blake and Buckley get a mandate from Robert Crestwood, a senator with eyes on the White House.

Yellowstone
Daybreak
June 20, 2018
John Dutton is patriarch of a Montana ranching family, and owner of the largest ranch in the U.S. and he fights to defend his land and his family from the modern-day forces that threaten his way of life.
**The Act**  
Free  
May 01, 2019  
Gypsy fights for her life by defending her actions, while Mel & Lacey realize that behind closed doors things were not always as they seemed.

**Agatha Christie's ABC Murders**  
ABC Murders 1  
February 01, 2019  
1933. Hercule Poirot receives letters threatening murder. The sender signs themselves only as “A.B.C.” When he takes the letters to the police looking for help Hercule finds all his old friends have moved on. But soon there is a murder and the detective must take matters into his own hands.

**Amor Vincit Omnia (Sense8)**  
June 08, 2018  
Passions run high as the Sensates and their closest allies fight to save the cluster and stop their enemies for good.

**Bandersnatch (Black Mirror)**  
December 28, 2018  
In 1984, a young programmer begins to question reality as he adapts a dark fantasy novel into a video game. A mind-bending tale with multiple endings.

**Black Earth Rising**  
In Other News  
January 25, 2019  
Kate receives a clean bill of mental health, while general Simon Nyamoya turns himself in. Eve's decision to prosecute his case leaves Kate reeling.

**The Bobby Brown Story**  
Part One  
September 04, 2018  
the life story of successful entertainer Bobby Brown, and his marriage to Whitney Houston

**Brexit**  
January 19, 2019  
Benedict Cumberbatch stars as the director of the 'Vote Leave' campaign for the Brexit referendum. A referendum which caused a political earthquake, laying waste to the normally stable British establishment, and laid the groundwork for tactics that proved vital to the year’s other political earthquake: the election of Donald Trump.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catch-22</td>
<td>Episode 1</td>
<td>May 17, 2019. Young American flyers arrive in war and discover that the bureaucracy is more deadly than the enemy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chernobyl</td>
<td>1:23:45</td>
<td>May 06, 2019. In the early hours of April 26, 1986, a nuclear reactor explodes at the Chernobyl power plant. In the chaos that follows, plant workers and firefighters battle through deadly radiation, while Soviet officials engage in a desperate denial of the true nature of the accident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadwood</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 31, 2019. In the &quot;Deadwood&quot; film, the indelible characters of the series are reunited after ten years to celebrate South Dakota’s statehood. Former rivalries are reignited, alliances are tested and old wounds are reopened, as all are left to navigate the inevitable changes that modernity and time have wrought.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirty John</td>
<td>Remember It Was Me</td>
<td>December 09, 2018. Debra discovers John's criminal record. In the past, John starts his first family.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escape at Dannemora</td>
<td>Episode 4</td>
<td>December 09, 2018. Excited by the possibility of a new life, Tilly tries her best to avoid Lyle, who is planning something special for their anniversary. Sweat makes progress on the escape route, but feels like he's doing all the work. Matt likes the arrangement just fine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fosse/Verdon</td>
<td>All I Care About Is Love</td>
<td>May 14, 2019. As Bob is pulled between multiple projects, he and Gwen begin rehearsals for Chicago, but the mounting pressure may prove too much to bear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Omens</td>
<td>Saturday Morning Funtime</td>
<td>May 31, 2019. Aziraphale and Crowley's friendship is tested to the limit as their superiors catch up with them. Armageddon starts in earnest, with the Antichrist's powers wreaking havoc across the globe.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It’s a reunion for all the wrong reasons when Hugh flies in for the funeral, coming face to face with his estranged children on a dark, stormy night.

Lt. Col. Nancy Jaax holds a dangerous job, handling the world’s deadliest viruses. After testing a sample from a monkey research facility near Washington, D.C., Jaax fears the worst. When a breach in the lab causes the samples to be lost, Jaax’s instincts against the world.

A movie star and a director go head to head in a battle over what is real.

When Fauna hears what happened to Jimmy Lee, she frantically searches for a way home. As Watts explodes around her into chaotic riots, Fauna’s way out harbors a nightmarish trap. Jay stewed in a cell that overflows with rioters and hatches a desperate plan.

Fleeing gang violence, twelve-year-old Óscar leaves Honduras in search of his uncle in the United States. Óscar is apprehended by Border Patrol and placed in a processing center for migrant children. Trapped inside the “icebox” and a rigid immigration system, Óscar struggles for a chance at childhood.

80-year-old King Lear divides his kingdom among his daughters, Goneril, Regan and Cordelia, according to their affection for him. When his youngest daughter, Cordelia, refuses to flatter him, hurt and angry Lear banishes her. With that fateful decision, family and state collapse into chaos and warfare.

Marius mans the barricades, where a hostile Valjean intercepts him. They end up fleeing together through the sewers of Paris. Cosette’s story reaches its conclusion. So does Javert’s.
Maniac

Exactly Like You
September 21, 2018

Annie and Owen are Arlie and Ollie, grifters attending a séance at the mysterious Neberdine mansion in the 1940s.

Mrs Wilson (MASTERPIECE)

Episode One
March 31, 2019

Married after meeting in the secret service during WWII, Alec and Alison Wilson live devotedly for two decades. When he dies, his real story emerges. Alison tracks down Dorothy, Alec's partner in espionage years earlier in India. Like Alison, she too was deceived by this charming author turned spy.

My Dinner with Hervé

October 20, 2018

Inspired by real events, MY DINNER WITH HERVÉ explores an unlikely friendship that evolves over one wild night in L.A. between struggling journalist Danny Tate (Jamie Dornan) and actor Hervé Villachaize (Peter Dinklage), the FANTASY ISLAND star who took his own life only days after his interview.

Native Son

April 06, 2019

Bigger Thomas, a young African-American living in Chicago who is hired as a chauffeur for affluent-businessman Will Dalton enters a seductive new world of money and power — including a precarious relationship with Dalton’s daughter, Mary— facing unforeseen choices and perilous circumstances that alter the course of his life forever.

O.G.

February 23, 2019

Filmed in a maximum-security prison, Louis is a retired leader of a prison gang, now in the final weeks of a 24-year sentence. His impending release is upended when he takes new arrival Beecher under his wing, and Louis finds his freedom hanging in the balance.

Sharp Objects

Closer
August 05, 2018

Despite potential serial killer being on the loose, residents gather for the annual southern-pride festival at Adora’s house. As Amma and her friends perform a traditional play depicting the sacrifices made by the wife of a Confederate soldier, Adora shares confidences with Richard that may impact his relationship with Camille.

True Detective

The Great War and Modern Memory
January 13, 2019

Season premiere. Retired detective Wayne Hays revisits key moments from a haunting murder/kidnapping case that he and his partner Roland West investigated 35 years earlier in a rural Arkansas town.
Valley of the Boom
Part 6: fatal error
January 13, 2019
Jim Barksdale (Bradley Whitford) keeps up with the Microsoft antitrust case, TheGlobe.com fights to stay alive and Pixelon's failing tech is exposed.

Vanity Fair
Miss Sharp in the Presence of the Enemy
December 21, 2018
In a world where everyone is striving for what is not worth having, no one is more determined to climb to the heights of English Society than Miss Rebecca Sharp.

A Very English Scandal
Episode 3
June 29, 2018
A true story. Jeremy Thorpe, the leader of the British Liberal party, has a secret he's desperate to hide. His ex-lover Norman Scott is putting Thorpe's brilliant political career at risk so Thorpe schemes and deceives until he realizes there's only one way to silence Scott for good.

What / If
What History
May 24, 2019
Lisa leverages the limelight and helps Cassidy delve into Anne's history. Secrets come to light for Sean and Marcos while Ian goes to new extremes.

When They See Us
Part Four
May 31, 2019
At age 16, Korey begins a brutal journey through the adult prison system. A shocking turn of events reveals the truth of the crime, long ignored.
A.P. Bio
Dr. Whoopsie
May 02, 2019
A video of Jack falling off the stage goes viral. The staff searches for the sugar daddy.

After Life
Episode 4
March 08, 2019
Tony pushes back on Matt's idea to go on a blind date. Also, Tony makes an introduction and issues an uncharacteristic apology.

American Dad
The Legend Of Old Ulysses
March 04, 2019
Steve gets competitive and turns on his best friend during the father-son events at Possum Lake, the home of the legendary fish-monster called Old Ulysses. Roger pretends to be the local tour guide and becomes more infamous than the fish.

American Housewife
A Mom's Parade
May 21, 2019
In this musical episode Katie Otto, exhausted from juggling the Westport Founder’s Day Fair and her mom duties, just wants a simple "thank you" from her family. Encouraged by Doris and Angela (and some singing and dancing), Katie decides to go “Full Westport”, leaving the kids to fend for themselves.

American Vandal
The Brownout
September 14, 2018
Peter and Sam travel to a prestigious private high school in Bellevue, Washington, to document the story of a filthy vandal called the “Turd Burglar.”

Animals.
Episode Twenty-One: Rats.
August 03, 2018
Season premiere. Three years after the green bomb wiped out humans in New York, rats Phil and Mike traverse the city following a wild, drunken night, searching for a missing car and encountering multiple species and terrors along the way.

Arrested Development
The Untethered Sole
March 15, 2019
Buster’s brief appearance in a TV weather report puts the Bluths back in hot water, but Michael has a plan involving his son’s definitely real company.
Atypical
Ernest Shackleton's Rules for Survival
September 07, 2018
Cruel yearbook comments show Sam who’s got his back, a favor he repays at graduation. Feelings for Izzie confuse Casey. Elsa asks Doug a key question.

Baller
The Kids are Aight
September 23, 2018
Spencer calls on the Anderson Brothers for help. Joe pitches Illegal Civilization to a major shoe brand. Ricky loses his cool at a neighbor's pool party. Julie accuses an overworked Charles of being afraid to succeed.

Barry
ronny/lily
April 28, 2019
An encounter that Barry never could have predicted has surprising effects.

Issue 7
October 19, 2018
While Argo deals with the fallout from the crash, Treece and Zed accidentally stumble into a LARPing event, and Hallie reveals a hidden talent.

Better Things
Shake the Cocktail
May 16, 2019
Sam searches and takes a breath.

Big Mouth
The Planned Parenthood Show
October 05, 2018
An argument in sex ed class turns into a skit-tastic journey through the worlds of Planned Parenthood, contraceptives, and STDs.

Black Monday
0
March 31, 2019
Everything comes crashing down. Season finale

black-ish
Purple Rain
November 13, 2018
The Johnson family is shocked to learn that Jack and Diane are not familiar with the iconic music of Prince. One by one, each member of the family works to explain Prince's tremendous impact on their lives through his music.
**Bless This Mess**
The Estonian Method
May 21, 2019
A newlywed couple's plan to leave the big city for a quieter life in Nebraska doesn't go as expected.

**BoJack Horseman**
Free Churro
September 14, 2018
BoJack delivers a eulogy at a funeral.

**Boomerang**
105
March 05, 2019
Ari invites the gang out when he hosts a party at one of Atlanta's hottest night clubs. While there, Simone tries to get Tia's new single played by a DJ. In an unexpected turn, Bryson and Simone kiss for the first time ever.

**Broad City**
Sleep No More
March 14, 2019
Abbi and Ilana visit "Sleep No More" and Abbi tries to find the right time to tell Ilana some life-changing news.

**Carmen Sandiego**
Becoming Carmen Sandiego: Part 2
January 18, 2019
Carmen crashes the graduates' caper, touching down at an archeological dig site. But learning the truth about V.I.L.E. sets her on a new path.

**Castlevania**
The River
October 26, 2018
Does he really have what it takes to live up to his family's reputation? It's time for Belmont to pick his fate. Also, Dracula prepares for the fight.

**Crashing**
Mulaney
March 10, 2019
Season finale. Pete jumps at the opportunity of a lifetime to open for John Mulaney at Town Hall, but the gig leaves him in an awkward situation.
Dead To Me
I've Gotta Get Away
May 03, 2019
A grief retreat in Palm Springs gives Jen a chance to move on and cut loose under the watchful eye of Judy, who soon follows her friend’s lead.

Disenchantment
To Thine Own Elf Be True
August 17, 2018
After he learns a surprising secret about himself, Elfo heads home to Elfwood in search of the truth.

Easy
Private Eyes
May 10, 2019
Hugh, a low-level employee at the U-Spy Store, jumps at the chance to go undercover at a BDSM party, dutifully researching his role as a submissive.

The Emperor's Newest Clothes
N/A
November 15, 2018
Hans Christian Andersen’s classic tale gets a colorful, music-filled makeover in this whimsical animated family special, featuring the voices of Alan Alda, Jeff Daniels, Alison Pill, John Early and Tim Heidecker.

F is for Family
Bill Murphy’s Night Off
November 30, 2018
As the Murphys and their neighbors scour the city, Bill bounces from one harrowing ordeal to the next. Rosie’s debate turns into a rescue mission.

Family Guy
Trump Guy
January 13, 2019
The Griffins move to Washington, D.C., where Peter is hired as the new White House press secretary. No one inside the Trump White House is safe once the Griffins move in...Especially Meg?

Fleabag
Episode 6
May 17, 2019
As the wedding day arrives, will Fleabag find the ending she’s looking for?

Forever
Goodbye Forever
September 14, 2018
June helps Oscar build a boat.
**Friends From College**

Out All Night  
January 11, 2019  
Sam, Nick & Marianne put on their dancing shoes; Max pushes Ethan to dip a toe into the dating pool; Lisa makes a surprising find.

---

**gen:LOCK**

Second Birthday  
February 02, 2019  
The Colonel raises concerns about Doc's residency. Chase feels the impact of absence. The new recruits are introduced to the potential of using gen:LOCK mecha for combat.

---

**GLOW**

Every Potato Has A Receipt  
June 29, 2018  
Wedding bells are ringing as the wrestlers step through the ropes for the big finale. But last-minute twists catch everyone off guard.

---

**The Goldbergs**

This Is This Is Spinal Tap  
May 01, 2019  
The Dropouts are thrilled when they book a gig at a charity carnival; Adam makes his very first rockumentary; Beverly's concerns about Murray's health push him to the limit.

---

**The Good Place**

Janet(s)  
December 06, 2018  
Janet takes all of the humans into her void, where they all look exactly like her. Michael visits the Head Accountant (Stephen Merchant) and learns about the points system.

---

**Grace and Frankie**

The Alternative  
January 18, 2019  
In the wake of their big fight, Grace and Frankie imagine what their lives would be like if they hadn't lived together for the last three years.

---

**grown-ish**

Wild'n Cuz I'm Young  
February 27, 2019  
Zoey takes a work hard/play hard approach when her midterm falls the morning after the semester's biggest rager. Meanwhile, Nomi is falling deep "in like".
Homecoming
Protocol
November 02, 2018

Homecoming is a safe space for you to reflect on your service and think about what comes next. We can’t wait to hear your stories.

Huge In France
Épisode Six
April 12, 2019

As “Me Llamo Marco” hits the airwaves and Exhale implodes, Gad hustles to salvage Luke’s fashion week dreams - and prove his own sexual prowess.

Insecure
High-Like
September 09, 2018

The girls take a weekend trip to celebrate Tiffany. Molly has trouble leaving her obsession with work behind.

It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia
Mac Finds His Pride
November 07, 2018

Frank tries to recruit Mac for the gang’s kickass float for the Gay Pride Parade. It dawns on Frank that Mac will never be secure with his sexual identity unless he comes out to his father.

Kidding
The Cookie
October 14, 2018

Will tries to honor his brother in a unique way. Deirdre screams at Maddy and it causes her to remember what drove her to begin making puppets. Jeff makes major changes in Pickles on Ice. With the help of the puppets, Jeff tries to convince Vivian to continue treatment.

The Kominsky Method
Chapter 1: An Actor Avoids
November 16, 2018

As Sandy gets to know a new student better, he puts off visiting an old friend who wants to see him. Norman copes with a difficult issue at home.

Love, Death & Robots
The Secret War
March 15, 2019

Elite units of the Red Army fight an unholy evil deep in the ancient forests of Siberia.
**Man With A Plan**

Put Him on the Ground  
February 18, 2019

When Adam sees a kid push Emme, he convinces Teddy to dish out some old-school justice to defend his younger sister, to Andi's dismay. Also, Adam and Don persuade Joe to hire a nurse to help out after his upcoming knee surgery.

---

**Mike Judge Presents: Tales From the Tour Bus**

George Clinton  
November 02, 2018

A cornerstone figure in funk music, George Clinton goes from singing a cappella in a barbershop to chasing Motown glory in Detroit with his band, the Parliaments, and forges a lasting sound that goes on to fuel the new genre of hip-hop.

---

**Modern Family**

A Year of Birthdays  
May 08, 2019

The birth of Haley and Dylan's twins approaches as a look back at how the family celebrated their birthdays over the past year is discussed.

---

**Mr Inbetween**

The Pee Pee Guy  
September 25, 2018

A business associate falls from grace, while Ray takes the fall for a mate. A chance meeting in the park and a new apprentice.

---

**Murphy Brown**

"Thanksgiving and Taking"  
November 22, 2018

Murphy gathers her friends and family for dinner to give thanks, and take on Immigrant family separation.

---

**Neo Yokio: Pink Christmas**

Neo Yokio: Pink Christmas  
December 07, 2018

The holidays take a hit as Kaz juggles the Secret Santa competition, his Aunt Angelique's visit and his nemesis Arcangelo's Christmas plotting.

---

**Now Apocalypse**

This is The Beginning of the End  
March 10, 2019

Ulysses Zane is struggling in the dating scene in LA. His best friend, Carly, is striving to become an actress and secretly works as a cam girl on the side. Uly's roommate, Ford, is an aspiring screenwriter dating Severine, an astrobiological theorist. Ulysses is haunted by ominous nightmares.
**On My Block**

Chapter Nineteen
March 29, 2019

With Cesar's options dwindling, he takes drastic measures, prompting his friends to put their own Hail Mary plan into motion.

---

**One Day At A Time**

Ghosts
February 08, 2019

At her ex’s wedding, Penelope experiences a surreal conversation. Elena finds she has more she needs to say to her father. Dr. B gives Lydia her gift.

---

**The Other Two**

Chase Goes To A High School Dance
February 21, 2019

Chase goes to a school dance with a young fan; Brooke and Cary accompany him and try and have the high school experiences they never had as teens.

---

**Our Cartoon President**

Election Special 2018
November 04, 2018

Fearing a Democratic blue wave and the threat of impeachment, Our Cartoon President teams with his son Don Jr. to help Republicans win the midterm elections and save America from the grips of democracy. Joining the fight are Mike Pence, Sarah Huckabee Sanders, Chuck Schumer, Nancy Pelosi, and Vladimir Putin.

---

**The Ranch**

Change
June 15, 2018

Nick confronts Rooster. Running out of options, Colt reaches out to Lisa Neumann. Joanne urges Beau to make peace with Colt.

---

**Russian Doll**

The Way Out
February 01, 2019

As the present begins to unravel, Nadia’s troubled past comes back to haunt her, and Alan worries they’re running out of time.

---

**Santa Clarita Diet**

The Cult Of Sheila
March 29, 2019

Joel and Sheila have a scary man’s undivided attention. Abby and Eric are surprised by hungry visitors. A troublesome trio crashes the Hammonds’ party.
Schooled
"Lainey and Erica's High School Reunion"
March 13, 2019
When her high school reunion is held at William Penn, Lainey tries to hide her teaching job from old classmates, pulling a “Romy and Michele” lie with the help Erica Goldberg and CB. Mellor’s distraught to learn his star athlete alum sees Glascott as more of a mentor than Mellor.

She's Gotta Have It
#SuperFunkyCaliFragiSexy
May 24, 2019
As Brooklyn celebrates Prince at the Purple People Party, Nola snaps portraits for earWave. Septima rehearses a play with George C. Wolfe.

The Simpsons
Werking Mom
November 18, 2018
Marge, nervous about her Tubberware Party, gets a boost of confidence from a make-over (and martinis!) Marge is so sassy and fun, everyone assumes she’s a drag queen - and they love her. Springfield’s drag queens give Marge lessons in fierceness. Marge discovers a new, powerful femininity.

Single Parents
Raining Blood
April 03, 2019
Angie celebrates her 30th birthday at her own surprise headbanging metal festival and learns that the last decade of relentless child rearing has yielded a loving supportive community, a best friend, and a wonderful adoring child. And she loves corn chips.

SMILF
So Maybe I Look Feminine
February 17, 2019
Bridgette gets a taste of the picture-perfect life of the one-percent, spending a luxurious day at a polo match as a blonde, hobnobbing with celebrities, and celebrating her new best friend’s basic bachelorette party.

Sorry For Your Loss
17 Unheard Messages
September 25, 2018
Upon unlocking Matt's phone, Leigh discovers 17 unheard voice messages. As she delves into them, launching into an episode entirely from Matt's perspective, culminating in the final days of his life.

Speechless
U-N-R-- UNREALISTIC
April 12, 2019
Maya braces for J.J.’s high school graduation and departure for college, but tough news from NYU changes everything; Dylan teaches Jimmy a lesson as he gets ready for a big job interview; Ray uses his class trip to Catalina to consider his love life.
Star Wars Resistance

The Core Problem
February 17, 2019

Poe and Kaz seek out an area of the Unknown Regions that their intel is pointing to. After an unsettling discovery, they are spotted by an enemy probe droid and must evade a series of First Order pilots in order to make it back home alive.

Tacoma FD

1-10
May 30, 2019

The crew are called to battle a fire in a pot dispensary.

The Tick

Choose Love!
April 05, 2019

The Tick, Arthur, Dot, and the rest of the family must battle The Duke and AEGIS itself. Miss Lint reveals her true goal and Superian weighs the pros and cons of accidental genocide.

Tigtone

Tigtone vs. Nothing
February 11, 2019

All the quests in the realm suddenly vanish so Tigtone must fight nothing, itself.

Tuca & Bertie

The Jelly Lakes
May 03, 2019

An impromptu road trip takes Tuca and Bertie to Bertie's old summer camp -- a faraway place that dredges up painful memories.

Turn Up Charlie

Episode 8
March 15, 2019

A wild night and a romantic gesture stir up drama as everyone gathers for a life-changing weekend in Ibiza.

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Sliding Van Doors
January 25, 2019

When Kimmy and Titus watch “Sliding Doors” for the first time, we see how everyone’s lives might have gone differently if they had seen it back in 1998.
Veep
Veep
May 12, 2019
Series finale. Mike covers the convention. After Ben’s heart attack, Selina destroys Tom, chooses Jonah as VP, and blames Gary for the Meyer Fund, ensuring her nomination and the White House. Richard fires Dan. Amy is forced to be Jonah’s chief of staff. Years later, everyone gathers at Selina’s funeral.

The Venture Bros.
The Forecast Manufacturer
September 30, 2018
The city is hit with a mysterious blizzard that launches Team Venture into action. The Monarch and 21 are sent on a deadly mission to a secret island fortress.

Vida
Episode 208
May 23, 2019
Emma and Nico head to an after-party to check out a new musical act, and Lyn and Marcos will not be left out. Lyn and Emma's conflict comes to a head.

What We Do in the Shadows
The Trial
May 08, 2019
The vampires must defend themselves as an international vampire tribunal gathers to judge them for their transgressions.

Will & Grace
Family, Trip
January 31, 2019
Will, Karen and Jack unknowingly take a hallucinogenic drug, which causes Will and Jack to wonder if they're each other's soul mate and has Karen giving her last "performance" as Mrs. Stanley Walker. Meanwhile, Grace is shocked when her high-powered client takes up with her sister Janet.

You're the Worst
We Were Having Such A Nice Day
March 27, 2019
The day before the wedding, Gretchen’s mom comes to town and Edgar takes Jimmy on an epic best-man date.

Young Sheldon
An 8-bit Princess and a Flat Tire Genius
November 08, 2018
Memaw and Sheldon get addicted to video games and play consecutive days through the night. Sheldon dreams of living in the game world. Georgie is offered a part-time job with the neighborhood mechanic.
54th Academy Of Country Music Awards
April 07, 2019
The 54th Academy of Country Music Awards was hosted by Reba McEntire. The show’s performances included George Strait, Carrie Underwood, Jason Aldean, Keith Urban, Miranda Lambert, Kelly Clarkson and Dan and Shay.

Adam Sandler: 100% Fresh
October 23, 2018
From "Heroes" to "Ice Cream Ladies" - Adam Sandler’s comedy special hits you with new songs and jokes in an unexpected, groundbreaking way.

2018 American Music Awards
October 09, 2018
The 2018 American Music Awards honored and showcased the year’s biggest names. Performances included Jennifer Lopez, Panic at the Disco, Post Malone and Mariah Carey. A special tribute to Aretha Franklin included Gladys Knight, Ledisi, Mary Mary, Donnie McClurkin and CeCe Winans. 2018 AMAs were hosted by Tracee Ellis Ross.

Aretha! A Grammy Celebration for the Queen of Soul
March 10, 2019
The Grammys honors the life and songs of Aretha Franklin hosted by Tyler Perry and starring performers including Celine Dion, Yolanda Adams, Jennifer Hudson, Kelly Clarkson, Alicia Keys, Common, John Legend and Patti LaBelle to name a few.

2019 Billboard Music Awards
May 01, 2019
Billboard Music Awards showcase this year’s hottest and biggest music stars. Finalists are based on Billboard Magazine’s statistical charts, this award show showcased the biggest names in music, from an epicTaylor Swift opening to a throwback finale featuring Paula Abdul. Mariah Carey received the prestigious Icon Award.

The Break With Michelle Wolf
Sincere and Angry
July 15, 2018
Michelle pokes fun at overblown comedy-show desk-segment commentary, shares a tricky new bathroom contraption and gets creeped out at movie night.

Carpool Karaoke: When Corden Met McCartney Live From Liverpool
August 20, 2018
On this special episode of Carpool Karaoke, James Corden and Paul McCartney drive through Liverpool visiting iconic sites and surprise the locals with a private show at a local pub.
The Daily Show with Trevor Noah
Episode 24071
February 28, 2019
Donald Trump and Kim Jong-un's nuclear summit breaks down, Roy Wood Jr. examines the history of the "magical negro" in cinema, and Grammy Award-winning recording artist Gary Clark Jr. performs the politically charged title track from his album "This Land."

Dancing with the Stars
Finale
November 19, 2018
The final four couples perform two dances. First a repeat performance where the couples enhance one of their best dances from the season. In the last element of competition, the couples perform the most anticipated dance of the season, the freestyle routine. In the end one couple is crowned champion.

Dancing with the Stars: Juniors
Finale
December 09, 2018
Four celebrity kid couples vie to take home the Juniors Mirrorball trophy and be crowned the first season champion.

Desus & Mero
Struggle Jeans
March 07, 2019
Desus Nice and The Kid Mero sound off on pop culture, politics, sports and more; illustrious guests: Vince Staples and John Legend.

Dick Clark's New Years Rockin' Eve 2019 With Ryan Seacrest
December 31, 2018
The iconic New Year's celebration was held live from Times Square. Highlights included the midnight countdown by Ryan Seacrest with Jenny McCarthy and Ciara, live performances by Dan and Shay, Bastille, New Kids On The Block and Christina Aguilera ringing in the New Year.

Ellen DeGeneres: Relatable
December 18, 2018
In her first special since 2003, Ellen revisits her road to stardom and details the heartfelt and hilarious lessons she's learned along the way.

Elvis: All Star Tribute
February 17, 2019
Elvis All-Star Tribute
Evel Live
June 05, 2018
American professional motorsports icon Travis Pastrana honors legendary daredevil Evel Knievel by attempting three of his most dangerous feats in Las Vegas, Nevada, all while riding a modern-day recreation. He aims to make history as the first person to successfully jump the Caesars Palace fountain on a v-twin motorcycle.

Flight of the Conchords: Live in London
October 06, 2018
New Zealand music-comedy savants Bret McKenzie and Jemaine Clement return with an all-new special taped before a live audience at the Eventim Apollo in London that showcases the duo’s unique ability to mix irreverent humor with clever original songs, performed on guitar, piano and other instruments.

Fourth of July at the White House
July 04, 2018
CMA winner Sara Evans and an array of musical performers accompany a fireworks show saluting American spirit.

Full Frontal Presents: Not the White House Correspondents' Dinner
April 27, 2019
Full Frontal Presents: Not the White House Correspondents' Dinner... again! Samantha Bee and an all-star cast deliver a night dedicated to celebrating our nation's free press, asserting the importance of the first amendment, and giving the president the roast he deserves.

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee
Episode 3091
August 15, 2018
Full Frontal presents a “who’s who” of the country’s up and coming fascists, cooks up a lesson on undocumented food workers with Padma Lakshmi, and enjoys a good healing cry while listening to Brandi Carlile.

Garth Brooks: Live At Notre Dame!
December 02, 2018
Watch Garth Brooks make history, performing the first ever live concert event at the legendary Notre Dame Stadium, before the largest crowd to ever gather on that iconic field. 85,000 fans filled the stadium, singing together with the more than fourteen million viewers who watched it on CBS.

The 61st Grammy Awards
February 10, 2019
With host Alicia Keys invigorating the Grammys with a new spirit, and with performances by an amazing group of young artists sprinkled with touching tributes to legends Dolly Parton, Diana Ross and Aretha Franklin, the Grammys again became the highest rated, most positively reviewed music awards show in years.
Historical Roasts
Abraham Lincoln
May 27, 2019
Abraham Lincoln is considered perhaps the greatest U.S. president. So of course Jeff Ross decided to mock him in ways that are anything but civil.

Homecoming: A Film by Beyoncé
April 17, 2019
This intimate, in-depth look at Beyonce's celebrated 2018 Coachella performance reveals the emotional road from creative concept to cultural movement.

I Think You Should Leave With Tim Robinson
Oh Crap, A Bunch More Bad Stuff Just Happened
April 23, 2019

The Jim Jefferies Show
The Exploitation Of Victimhood
October 09, 2018

Jimmy Kimmel Live! - 4th Annual: The (Red) Show
November 19, 2018
Jimmy hosts our fourth annual (RED) special to raise money and awareness for the fight against AIDS -- featuring Bono, Kristin Bell, Chris Rock, Channing Tatum, Snoop Dogg, Mila Kunis, Zoe Saldana, Brad Paisley & Pharreell.

Jimmy Kimmel Live! - Intermission Accomplished: A Halftime Tribute to Trump
January 21, 2019
Jimmy celebrates a man far too humble to celebrate himself, President Donald J. Trump. With special guests, we look at Trump's incredible life, give a furloughed government worker a job during the shutdown, and we honor our Commander-in-Chief with a musical salute.

Jimmy Kimmel Live!
Jimmy Kimmel Live in Brooklyn: Bryan Cranston and Wu Tang Clan
October 19, 2018

John Leguizamo's Latin History For Morons
November 05, 2018
In this one-man Broadway show, John Leguizamo finds humor and heartbreak as he traces 3,000 years of Latin history in an effort to help his bullied son.
Just Another Immigrant: Romesh at the Greek
July 27, 2018
Romesh Ranganathan, a successful comedian in England, moves his entire family to Los Angeles to pursue his lifelong dream of making it as a comedian in America. He then takes the drastic, and possibly foolish, step of performing his first ever U.S. stand-up show at the six-thousand seat Greek Theater.

Last Week Tonight with John Oliver
Authoritarianism
November 18, 2018
Last Week Tonight focuses on the growing number of authoritarian leaders around the world, their common characteristics, and just how many qualities are applicable to President Donald Trump.

The Late Late Show With James Corden
Post AFC Championship Show with Chris Pratt and Russell Wilson
January 20, 2019
James teaches offensive linemen how to do a touchdown dance, puts Russell Wilson’s arm to the test, and goes to Space Camp with Chris Pratt, Will Arnett and Elizabeth Banks in this special football themed episode that aired after the 2019 AFC Championship game.

Late Night with Seth Meyers
Episode 0743
October 03, 2018
This episode features a Closer Look on the Kavanaugh hearings. Guests are Molly Shannon and Constance Wu. Musical guests Nathaniel Rateliff and the Night Sweats perform "Tearing at the Seams".

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert
Billy Eichner; Interview with & performance by Itzhak Perlman
November 02, 2018
Colbert’s monologue previews turnout among younger voters as the Midterms approach and Cartoon Donald Trump drops by to put himself right in the middle of the election. Billy Eichner and Itzhak Perlman chat with Colbert and Perlman performs a beautiful two-song medley with The Late Show’s bandleader, Jon Batiste.

Live In Front Of A Studio Audience: Norman Lear's 'All In The Family' And 'The Jeffersons'
May 22, 2019
The special will take viewers down memory lane, recreating an original episode from "All in the Family" and "The Jeffersons." This live, 90-minute prime-time event hosted by Jimmy Kimmel and television icon Norman Lear will pay tribute to classic television sitcoms.

The Lonely Island Presents: The Unauthorized Bash Brothers Experience
May 23, 2019
The Lonely Island spoofs notorious baseball stars Jose Canseco and Mark McGwire in this visual rap album set in the Bash Brothers' 1980s heyday.
Loudon Wainwright III: Surviving Twin
November 13, 2018
Grammy-winning singer Loudon Wainwright III reflects upon his unique relationship with his father in an evening of original songs and heartfelt stories.

2018 MTV Movie and TV Awards
June 18, 2018
The 2018 MTV Movie & TV Awards celebrated the best in all things Hollywood. It was the 27th edition of the annual awards show and the second to jointly honor movies and television. This year's fan-voted show was hosted by Tiffany Haddish in Santa Monica, California.

2018 MTV Video Music Awards
August 20, 2018
The "MTV Video Music Awards" annually delivers the definitive celebration of the year's best music videos. With unparalleled performances and watershed moments, the telecast provides an open forum for artistry and expression that leaves an indelible mark on culture.

My Dad Wrote a Porno
May 11, 2019
My Dad Wrote a Porno brings the much lauded and award winning podcast to television. Jamie, James and Alice share a lost Belinda Blinked chapter with a live audience at The Roundhouse in London.

The Oscars
February 24, 2019
The Oscars are the most-watched entertainment broadcast, televised live in more than 225 countries and territories worldwide. Featuring 24 awards from sound editing to best picture, the show celebrates film and honors actors and filmmakers.

Paul McCartney: Live from NYC
September 07, 2018
Paul McCartney performs an historic set live streamed from New York City celebrating the release of his album, Egypt Station.

Q85 A Musical Celebration for Quincy Jones
December 09, 2018
A Musical Celebration of the life of Quincy Jones with performances by many of today's performers performing live with an amazing Big Band under the musical direction of Greg Phillinganes and friends.

Random Acts Of Flyness
They Won't Go When I Go
September 07, 2018
A woman stays woke too long; a waitress contemplates uploading her consciousness to the cloud amid warnings of an impending hurricane; after Najja has her demons exorcised, her jealousy tries to talk its way back into her life.
Real Time With Bill Maher
Episode 1706
February 22, 2019
He’s irrepressible, opinionated, and of course, politically incorrect. Comedian and satirist Bill Maher hosts this long-running, always live talk show, covering the week’s news and featuring a panel of guests. This show featured Rep. Adam Schiff, Claire McCaskill, Donna Brazile, Bernard-Henry Levy and Rick Wilson.

RENT
January 27, 2019
A re-imagining of Puccini’s La Bohème, and set in New York City’s gritty East Village, RENT tells the unforgettable story of seven artists struggling to follow their dreams during a time of great social and political turmoil.

2019 Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
April 27, 2019
Featuring emotional speeches and once-in-a lifetime musical performances & collaborations, the 34th annual Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony celebrates 2019’s honorees: Stevie Nicks, The Cure, Janet Jackson, Roxy Music, Radiohead, The Zombies and Def Leppard.

Saturday Night Live
Host: John Mulaney
March 02, 2019
Host John Mulaney and Musical Guest Thomas Rhett. Sketches include a Cold Open dealing with Michael Cohen’s recent Senate testimony (featuring Bill Hader and Ben Stiller), and a Broadway musical about a Bodega Bathroom.

Springsteen On Broadway
December 15, 2018
Bruce Springsteen shares personal stories from his life and acoustic versions of some of his best-known songs in an intimate one-man show.

Taylor Swift Reputation Stadium Tour
December 31, 2018
Taylor Swift takes the stage in Dallas for the reputation Stadium Tour and celebrates a monumental night of music, memories and visual magic.

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Episode 924
September 13, 2018
THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON became the first late-night talk show to tape an entire episode outdoors in Central Park. Jimmy photobombed tourists in the park with Justin Bieber and played Name That Song Challenge with Blake Lively, Henry Golding, and Carrie Underwood. Plus, Carrie Underwood performed “Love Wins.”
**Tracey Ullman's Show**  
Episode 1  
September 28, 2018  
Season premiere. Angela Merkel works on her poker face; Theresa May struggles to have a tough conversation; French First Lady Brigitte Macron remembers the good old days.

**Trevor Noah: Son of Patricia**  
November 20, 2018  
"Daily Show" Trevor Noah touches on tacos, runaway snakes, camping, racism immunity and lessons he learned from his mother in this comedy special.

**The Voice**  
Finale  
May 21, 2019  
The Voice is a Live 2 hour 5.1 Audio Broadcast featuring Live Musical Performances

**When You Wish Upon a Pickle: A Sesame Street Special**  
November 10, 2018  
What if your every wish could come true? When a mysterious wish pickle machine starts granting wishes, Elmo and the gang have a very "Funny Day" (sweeping the clouds away...) on Sesame Street. With special guest stars Amanda Seyfried and Blake Lively.

**Who is America?**  
Episode 102  
July 22, 2018  
Erran Morad teaches a Republican state representative counter-terrorists measures. Gio Monaldo has Corinne Olympios endorse his charity. Billy Wayne Ruddick Jr., PhD, debates Ted Koppel over inauguration attendance numbers. U.S. Vice-President Dick Cheney agrees to autograph Morad’s waterboarding kit. Dr. Nira Cain-N'Degeocello presents at a town hall meeting in Arizona.

**WrestleMania 35**  
April 07, 2019  
Ronda Rousey, Charlotte Flair and Becky Lynch battle for both the Raw and SmackDown Women's Championships in WrestleMania’s first-ever women's main event.

**Yes, It’s Really Us Singing: The Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Concert Special!**  
April 05, 2019  
In this concert special, Rachel Bloom and the cast of the critically acclaimed series will perform live versions of fan-favorite songs along with incredible staging, multimedia visuals and a live band and orchestra.

**End of Category**